1978 harley davidson golf cart

Harley Davidson may be the top gun when it comes to motorcycles, but they also happen to be
one of the leading manufacturers of golf carts. The company introduced its first line of golf
carts back in , a classic three-wheeler that got the job done. In , the company introduced the
first four-wheeler golf carts to the world. No matter what your reason may be for wanting a golf
cart, getting a Harley Davidson will be the best way to go. Here are the 5 best Harley Davidson
golf carts we could find. When AMC bought the Harley Davidson golf cart line in , they decided
to not to change the name on the golf carts. This particular golf cart is a stunning piece of
classic machinery. The golf cart features two seats and a utility space for stowing away your
golf clubs or anything else you might want to carry around. This golf cart has a modern look
with mainly black and silver designs. With all the restoration, the cart looks practically brand
new. Professionals did all the restoration work on this golf cart. The custom seating on this cart
will rival any automobile interior out there. With two seats and a sizeable storage in the back,
you and a friend could ride around in style. The owner will only sell it for local pick up, but you
get an extra gift if you make the effort. With the purchase of this golf cart, you get the Detroit
Autorama trophy to go along with it. The golf cart is a three-wheel vehicle with sharper lines and
a vintage vibe. It features three seatsâ€”two in the front and a medium bench in the back. The
cart is painted in a lighter pewter shade with white accents on the custom seats. The Harley
Davidson emblem can be located in a few spots including the front bumper, on the front bench,
and on the seats. The crisscross stitching on the leather seats along with the black trimming
adds dimension to the overall design. If vintage is not your style, you can totally go modern with
the Harley Davidson Sportster Rt You can think of this golf cart more like a small truck. The golf
cart has a simple yet beautiful black and white design. It looks classy and elegant but sporty at
the same time. The overhead cover will protect you from the sun while you cruise around the
golf course or your neighborhood. This Sportster Rt is a newly restored model. Many
components of the golf cart have been replaced including the tires and the seats. You can also
see the Harley Davidson emblems on the front and sides of the cart. This golf cart may look
simple at first glance, but the restoration work for this project took over 1, hours to finish. The
front bench with custom seating folds up to reveal the engineâ€”a 2-stroke air-cooled single
with electric starter. This engine is completely rebuilt. Although it makes quite some noise when
on, the golf cart easy enough on the eyes for onlookers. The chrome hub covers complement
the black and orange design on the cart. Benjamin Smith is one of the managing editors of
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usually expensive when found, it is VITAL to know the year and model of the cart you are
working on. What year is my Harley Davidson Golf Cart? The year is listed on the serial plate
and will be to The exact year and model are easily found using the tables below. Here are the
steps to finding the serial locations, translations, and corresponding charts to identify your
Harley Davidson golf cart. The design on these Harley Davidson golf carts was the rear end of
the buggy can be lifted upward. The rear end is on a hinge and can be raised up to allow the
owner to work on the engine and chassis. The company was starting to produce battery
operated vehicles at this time but were never as popular as the gas-powered models. The hinge
feature allowed easy access to both gas powered-engines and battery-powered carts. Another
collectible version is the older model HD with a steering wheel instead of the usual chrome tiller
bar which had become common on the golf courses. The most popular carts they produced
were the 3-wheel versions. The older models bearing the Harley Davidson name have become
very collectible, but the parts have become scarce. To determine the year of your cart you will
need to find the serial number. On carts with a lift-up body, the specific information is located
on a data plate mounted on the upper frame rail on the right or left side near the rear tire. If your
cart was built in the s or s, it will reflect this format:. The last number indicates the year of the
decade. Further identification can be done on electric models by comparing the solenoid
arrangement on the firewall of the vehicle. The Harley Davidson Motorcycle Company started
making golf carts in , the same time William Davidson joined the company. Carts were first
labeled with the AMF logo in Columbia dropped the Harley Davidson Name in What else does
Columbia own? In Merle and Peggy Williams started manufacturing golf carts under the name
Marketeer and sold the company to Westinghouse in Westinghouse sold this division to
Nordskog in and following the death of Bob Nordskog in , the company was sold to U. Legend
Electric Vehicles purchased U. Electricar in and was in turn purchased by Columbia ParCar in
The serial number can be found above the rear wheel under the body or under the dash on the
passenger side. The year is in the last digits of the serial number. The following digits are the

serial numberâ€¦except the last two. These indicate the decade by letter and year by number.
The last number is the year in the decade. They began with a 3-wheeled machine and later
introduced a 4-wheel version. In , the powerplant was a cc dual cycle single-cylinder air-cooled
engine and used oil mixed with gas. The HD golf cart is now a classic piece of machine history
and considered a worthy treasure to be sought out, purchased, and restored by collectors and
enthusiasts alike. Club Car Golf carts have evolved many times since , and although the basic
electrical design has stayed close to the same, there are small differences. These differences
are important when The speed controller measures out current and battery voltage to the
electric vehicles' motor to raise and lower speed on the golf cart. It monitors the state of the
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Cancel. In , three-wheel Harley Davidson golf carts were introduced, with a four wheeled version
following shortly there-after. In , American Machinery and Foundery AMF bought the company
and continued production of the golf carts until when they sold their cart division to Columbia
ParCar, who is one of the major manufacturers of gasoline and electric golf carts.
Harley-Davidson golf carts are now considered classic and many enthusiasts take pride in
restoring them to their original condition. Although restoring these vintage golf carts is not an
easy task. Many Harley Davidson golf cart parts are rare and hard to find; so there is a large
measure of legwork needed in order to bring the carts up to their classic condition. If you are
planning on restoring your Harley Davidson by yourself, then you should definitely consider
getting a golf cart manual specific to your HD golf cart. A lot of online vendors carry these
manuals, or you can check out online auctions where previous owners may be chucking their
old manuals. If you have an electric model, then it might be located on a metal plate behind the
batteries. Valuing these golf carts is difficult because most will be in various states of repair or

disrepair. Be sure to consider how much time and money it will take to get the cart running
again. A good deal can quickly turn into a bad deal when replacement parts are scarce and
expensive. If you are looking to find out how much to price a Harley Davidson golf cart to sell,
you can try jumping onto golf cart forums and asking around â€” go
parts of the human ear diagram
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owners manual for 2005 ford f150
lf cart enthusiasts will be more than happy to help you figure out a price, and you might even
find a buyer! Or you can lurk around online auctions for similar models and watch the auctions
to see how much the carts are being sold for. Keep in mind that location may be an issue for
buyers. If you are using Craiglist to advertise your cart, consider posting your advertisement in
larger cities nearby. Harley Davidson golf cart enthusiasts may be willing to travel a greater
distance for another vintage HD golf cart to add to their collection. Your email address will not
be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
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